
Platform Updates
Linux Kernel 5.15.0
Security Fixes ( Far too many to list )
Updated Appspace Client

Wrap up for all previous features, security and bugfix updates

Chromium 101.0.4951.15
Appspace Client 2.52.0

New Simple Kiosk Mode (MVOS/Linux)
CMS tab now shows a drop-down list of available CMS clients
Touchscreen orientation follows display orientation on all SureVue Panel Models
Added Support for SureVue Panel 21" Model
SureVue Carbon2 audio is now configurable for HDMI-1, HDMI-2 or Analog output 

Fix LAN IP sometimes showing as empty in dual-NIC models (SureVue D4 and Carbon2)
Fix Cursor showing during Appspace content playback introduced in 21.04.xx
Fix broken feature where users could not enter a custom WiFi network name, used for hidden networks. Feature is now working correctly
Users were unable to add proxy servers in network configuration. Feature is now working correctly
Handle systems with multiple Ethernet devices, e.g. Carbon2. Previously, configuration UI would only show options for the first discovered device. Now when there are multiple Ethernet ports, whichever is connected takes
precedence
Scheduled Actions from ANM were not working. All Scheduled Actions now work properly
MediaVue Software Update Service was broken in previous release. This service is fixed now, and a remote fix for systems with the previous release was developed
Rescue Service (used by Support for remote access to players) was broken in previous release. Service now works properly
1-2-3 Configuration interface would falsely show that no displays were connected on some models. It now accurately reflects connected models
1-2-3 Configuration interface would display options for Panasonic IP Display configuration when no Panasonic displays are actually present. This UI is now correctly hidden
Connecting to WiFi networks often fails, particularly on connections subsequent to the first. Often it will show as failing in the UI, but will actually successfully connect. Other times, not connecting at all. These scenarios
have both been fixed
Changing screen orientation would cause large portions of the screen to go black, or have random nonsense rendered. The issue is now resolved for all models

Leapfrogging to this release is supported for ALL STANDARD MVOS versions 19.05.223.00-ea or later

Releases older than 19.05.223.00-ea do not support larger MVI file size and must be upgraded to 19.05.223.00-ea first, before then upgrading to 22.07.28.01

https://files.mediavuesystems.com/s/sobXWJFNCDf8JNK/download

Windows 10 Universal SureVue Model Framework
New Windows 10 Base (as of MVOS 22.06.29.08)
Upgraded player applications to target .NET 4.8 for long term support
Compiling of Linux Kernel Modules is now fully operation and integrated in to the build process (local and CI/CD)
Latest Appspace Client is now automatically pulled in to each build
Overhaul of how binary debian packages are handled in CI/CD

A "manifest" file is used as the source of truth for which Ubuntu packages should be included in a release 
Debian packages are pulled from a newly established local (Ubuntu) APT mirror
Debian package files are no longer tracked in git version control (via .gitignore)
Finished MVI file size is reduced
Gitlab backup size is reduced
git clone and some other git operations which pull from the Gitlab server should now be faster
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https://files.mediavuesystems.com/s/sobXWJFNCDf8JNK/download
https://docs.mediavuesystems.com/books/mvos-version-history/page/22072801/revisions
https://docs.mediavuesystems.com/user/6
https://docs.mediavuesystems.com/user/6
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